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Abstract Since AI Planning was first proposed for the task of narrative gener-
ation in Interactive Storytelling (IS) it has emerged as the dominant approach
in this field. This paper traces the use of planning technologies in this area,
considers the core issues involved in the application of planning technologies
in IS and identifies some of the remaining challenges.
1 Introduction
The goal of Interactive Storytelling (IS) research is the development of mul-
timedia systems in which users can interact and influence, in real-time, the
evolution of a narrative as it is presented to them.
AI planning was first proposed for the task of narrative generation in IS
by Young (1999) because it provided a natural fit for representation with nar-
ratives as plans; ensured causality which is important for the generation of
meaningful and comprehensible narratives; and provided considerable flexibil-
ity and potential generative power. Hence it is not surprising that during the
intervening time the plan-based approach has been enthusiastically adopted
(for example, the systems reported by Cavazza et al. (2002a), Aylett et al.
(2006), Riedl and Young (2010) and Porteous et al. (2013)).
In plan-based IS systems a plan generation engine is embedded within a
planning and execution loop where the planner generates an initial narrative
which is “executed” via presentation to the user (e.g. using 2D or 3D graphics
[Mateas and Stern (2005), Porteous et al. (2013)], filmic content [Piacenza
et al. (2011)] or text [Orkin and Roy (2012)]) and where user interaction can
change the state of the planning world and hence require replanning or repair.
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2Given the real-time nature of IS systems, planner performance is clearly
an important issue, however our intuition is that this is less of an issue than in
classical planning benchmark domains (as illustration, contrast the 2 million
nodes nodes explored in the narrative example given in [Riedl and Young
(2010)], with the astronomically large search spaces solved by heuristic search
planners – 10100 is not unheard of [Hoffmann (2011)]) and that other aspects,
such as narrative control and authoring, are more central.
These core issues of planning and narrative are reflected in the content of
this chapter: we start in the next section with an overview of planning and
IS systems to date, discuss issues to do with Narrative Planning Models (ie
domain and problems) and identify a minimal set of representational assump-
tions which underpin all applications of planning to IS (section 3) and for the
remainder of the paper the focus is two enduring challenges for planning in
IS, namely Narrative Control (section 4) and Authoring (section 5), which are
discussed and state-of-the art solutions reviewed.
2 Plan-based Narrative Generation
Young (1999) first proposed the use of AI planning for generation of narrative
in IS since it offers a rich representation of the causal structure of output
narratives along with the story diversity that results from its generative power.
Since then plan-based approaches have been enthusiastically adopted.
Early work in IS tended to feature older planning approaches, such as
partial-order planning [Riedl and Stern (2006); Young (2000)] and Hierarchical
Task Networks (HTN) [Aylett et al. (2006); Cavazza et al. (2002b); Hoang
et al. (2005); Karlsson et al. (2006)]. Indeed these approaches still feature in
some current systems. For example, the Logtell system features a partial-
order planner for initial plot-generation [Da Silva et al. (2010)], the intent
handling in the IPOCL system is embedded in a partial-order approach [Bae
et al. (2011)] and HTN’s feature in the work of [Kelly et al. (2007); Paul et al.
(2011)].
The continued use of partial-order planning in IS can to some extent be
attributed to the flexibility that it offers. For example, it was shown to provide
leverage with respect to aspects such as character intent and believability
[Riedl and Stern (2006); Riedl (2004)]. However, this must be weighed against
the poor performance of partial order planners (especially when compared to
state-of-the-art state-space planners). As an illustration of this, experiments on
narrative generation with the IPOCL planner report a time of approximately
12.3 hours to generate an example narrative plan [Riedl and Young 2010]. It
is not clear that such an approach could scale to a realistically sized system
or be able to perform within the constraints of a real-time interactive system.
The enduring popularity of HTN’s can be explained to some extent by
the fact that IS has been viewed as a case of knowledge-intensive planning,
whereby a vast amount of prior knowledge needed to be engineered into the
planning domain, and this justified the use of specific formalisms such as HTN
3planning. However, control knowledge can be difficult to specify and maintain
precisely because it is embedded [Cavazza et al. (2002a)].
More promise is offered in the recent trend in IS to the use of forward state-
space planning approaches in the spirit of hsp [Bonet and Geffner (2001)] and
ff [Hoffmann and Nebel (2001)] for use in IS: for example, Barros and Musse
(2007) used metric-ff Hoffmann (2003), Pizzi et al. (2007b) used a variant of
hsp in combination with the use of rta* [Korf (1990)], and Porteous et al.
(2011a) featured temporal planning with crikey [Coles et al. (2009)]. The
explanation for the adoption of these approaches stems mainly from their
spectacular performance gains (e.g. as demonstrated in the bi-annual ICAPS
International Planning Competition), along with convergence on an expressive
representation language, pddl [Fox and Long (2003)].
Independently of the particular planning algorithms adopted, there has
been a tendency to specialise the planner on one particular aspect of IS. In
the main, planning has been applied to the task of story generation, for exam-
ple [Porteous et al. (2011a); Young (2001)]. However, planning has also been
applied to the task of control, in ida [Magerko (2007b)] and to the planning
of discourse aspects [Jhala and Young (2005); Young (2007)].
3 Plan-based Representation of Narrative Worlds
This section discusses some key issues in plan-based representation of narrative
worlds and identifies a minimal set of key representational assumptions that
underpin all applications of planning to IS.
3.1 Duality of Character and Plot
A narrative can be considered from the perspective of its featured characters or
from a more abstract perspective at the global level of the plot. In IS the ten-
dency has been to distinguish between character- and plot-based approaches
and for planning this has different consequences for representation as discussed
below. However a plan-based approach is neutral with respect to this duality
since both stances are compatible with the approach at the representational
level which can be seen as a spectrum: at one end the focus is on defining
autonomous character behaviour for planning from which story will emerge;
and at the other end are approaches that use plot requirements to specify the
necessary plan based character behaviour.
• Plot-based Approaches
With a plot-based approach the representation of the narrative world is based
on a model of the baseline plot itself. As a consequence, narrative actions are
modelled from a plot perspective and their “execution” can involve one or
multiple characters. This is a centralised approach that offers a mechanism
for narrative control and hence provides a better solution to the problem of
4authorial control in order for improved narrative coherence However the con-
trol provided by a plot-based approach comes at a price: the potential for
individual actions to become over-complicated, along with a reduction in the
generative power that more distributed approaches might provide.
• Character-based Approaches
The alternative perspective is one which is strongly centred on characters and
hence referred to as character-based [Cavazza et al. (2002b)]. The key advan-
tage of this approach stems from the promise of greater flexibility and po-
tential for generative scalability when narratives emerge from the interactions
between different narrative characters and their roles. However, these advan-
tages must be traded-off against the loss of narrative control inherent in a
character-based approach which can make it difficult to ensure that generated
narratives display desired criteria, such as aesthetic properties.
3.2 Narrative Plans
For a large number of story genres, ranging from classic folk tales to modern
day stories of heists and bank robberies, the structure of the plot itself can be
quite naturally modelled using a plan. In such cases, the goals of the narrative
and the actions that characters can take to achieve them are isomorphic to the
goals and actions of the plan. In IS, instances of this type of strong connection
between the narrative structure and representation have played an important
role: from the “bank robbery” scenario discussed by Riedl et al. (2003) through
to current systems such as the “riddle” genre of Barros and Musse (2008).
However, it is also possible to make weaker representational assumptions,
without implying such a strong connection between the narrative structure and
the plan-based representation. For example, in the Madame Bovary inspired
system of Pizzi et al. (2007a) a planning representation was used to support the
central characters role rather than problem-solving activity based on primitive
intentions and desires and then planning was used to enforce causality in
sequences of narrative actions intertwined with user interactions.
3.3 IS Problems from a Planning Perspective
• Plan Quality Criteria
The question as to what constitutes criteria for “good” narratives in IS is still
open. Current state-of-the-art systems require input from human authors such
as assigning interesting authorial goals [Riedl (2009)] the design of appropriate
initial and goal states [Riedl and Young (2005)], or describing desired tension
arcs [Porteous et al. (2011b)]. Minimum length criteria can also play a part,
where this implies a tight narrative without superfluous actions. In addition
to a quality measure, narrative plans must be produced with hard constraints
5on their plausibility: every action seen to be performed by a character must
appear to have some motivation or intent [Riedl and Young (2010)].
IS domains differ markedly from the sorts of benchmarks that have featured
in planning research, such as the benchmark domains used in the ICAPS Inter-
national Planning Competitions (ICAPS). Indeed, there are some key aspects
of these IS domains that go against the accepted planning wisdom: in IS do-
mains optimality (e.g. in terms of makespan) is not essential, rather it is the
“shape” of the plan trajectory that is of central importance; goals are not nec-
essarily “real” goals in the classical sense; and in certain situations the system
can actively require plan failure and backtracking. Consider the criteria used
to assess plan quality, which sets IS domains apart. Historically, optimality
in terms of plan length was the criterion for assessing the quality of plans
[Chapman (1987)] with more recent extensions to enable the specification of
plan metrics [Hoffmann (2003)] and adequacy criteria such as preferences and
constraints [Baier et al. (2007); Chen et al. (2006)]. In IS, quality criteria differ
since re-planning is frequently required in response to user interaction, inter-
esting narrative events may be missed if the emphasis is on generating optimal
solutions, and there is frequently a need to generate sub-optimal trajectories
in order to display narrative concepts such as suspense. Indeed, there is grow-
ing consensus that for these types of domains quality criteria should be more
concerned with the dynamics of the plan, the shape of its trajectory, in other
words, the intermediate states that will be traversed when it is executed.
An example of tool support for the authoring of narrative plan quality
criteria via a visual programming interface is discussed in section 5.3.
• Narrative Planning Goals
For the application of planning to IS, the nature of goals differs from classical
domains since goals need not equate to the end of the narrative (i.e., serve as
the narrative driver) and goals can evolve over time. For instance, the gadin
system of Barber and Kudenko (2007) featured dynamic selection and re-
selection of story goals in response to narrative dilemmas, the continual multi-
agent narrative planning approach of Brenner (2010) allowed for temporary
sub-goals, which could be violated in the final state of the narrative plan and
included a notion of dynamic sub-goal activation and the Brain-Computer
interfaced system reported by Gilroy et al. (2013) enabled the narrative goal
to evolve over time depending on users’ affective responses.
• Role of Plan Failure
The role of plan failure in IS is very different to that in typical classical plan-
ning domains: indeed, in certain situations, an IS system might encourage
failure in order to achieve some dramatic effect. In general, planned narratives
can fail as a result of user actions. Young (2007) distinguished between actions
which don’t interfere with the planned sequence and exceptional user actions
which require some form of intervention to avoid failure. The model for recov-
ery, proposed by Riedl and Stern (2006) and Riedl et al. (2003) featured tiered
re-planning with mixed off-line analysis of potential sources of inconsistency,
6Fig. 1 Illustrative operators from our Aladdin domain represented usingpddl. Operators
are specified in terms of pre-conditions (conditions that must hold for an operator to be
visualised in the 3D environment) and post-conditions (effects of the operator). Operators
feature typed parameters, such as ?g, ?p1, etc, which are bound to constants at run-time.
on-line repair that attempts to restore causal coherence and if all else fails,
the system attempts to recover by re-planning.
Synergistically, forward state-space search results in benefits for fast re-
planning since the complete state of the world is always known thus facili-
tating re-planning directly from the point of failure. This in part provided
motivation for the decomposition approach to narrative generation introduced
in [Porteous et al. (2010)], where narratives are generated via forward search
through a series of smaller sub-narratives which are produced incrementally,
thus reducing wasted effort should re-planning be required (see section 4.2).
3.4 Minimal Representational Assumptions
Based on the previous discussions a minimal set of representational assump-
tions can be identified for the development of narrative domain models for
planning in IS. These consist of:
Narrative Predicates: a set of predicates which can be used to describe
states of the narrative world. These can correspond to object properties,
location or properties of characters, or characters’ mental states, including
emotional ones.
Narrative Actions: which can be used as planning operators for the gen-
eration of narrative plans. These specify the ways in which the state of
the narrative world can be changed and are expressed as pre- and post-
condition operators.
Narrative Goal: a goal condition, expressed as a set of narrative predicates
and which represents the default end state for a scene or for the narrative
at large (this can be a default goal to be used in the absence of user
interactions which might necessitate it being changed).
As an illustration, some examples of these components for a narrative planning
domain based on the Aladdin folk tale are shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of
any standardised benchmarking narrative planning domains this is used as
7illustration due to the familiarity of the tale, its previous use in narrative
research (e.g. [Riedl and Young (2010); Teutenberg and Porteous (2013)]).
4 Control in Plan-based Interactive Storytelling
4.1 Intent-based Narrative Planning
An important factor in narrative understanding is that virtual characters must
be believable – the audience must suspend belief and the actions of virtual
characters must not threaten this [Bates (1994)]. In other words the audi-
ence must perceive them as intentional agents [Dennett (1989)]. Multiagent
simulation based approaches to narrative generation neatly solves the prob-
lem of endowing agents with intentionality: by treating each character as an
autonomous agent with its own beliefs and intents, believable character inter-
actions can emerge from a simulation [Aylett et al. (2006)]. The drawback for
such systems is in the fulfilling of global narrative goals and author preferences
since a character-only simulation relies on emergence and there is no guarantee
of even an approximation of criteria other than believability.
In contrast, plan-based narrative generation approaches can struggle with
producing an appearance of intentionality. In particular, plot-based narrative
generation by a single classical planner that has available to it all character
actions and plot events is able to compose sequences of character actions to
fulfil the global goals that make no sense from any individual character’s per-
spective. To make planning suitable for IS, intent-based planning has been
proposed with the ipocl planner [Riedl and Young (2010)]. It was originally
devised as an extension to a causal link planner that searches the space of
partial plans, working backward from the narrative goals. The appearance of
intent was ensured by including, in parallel, the planning of frames of com-
mitment that span contiguous sub-sequences of actions within a plan. The
intent for a frame is defined by a character and a target fact that they intend
to achieve. The backward chaining nature of the search ensures that char-
acters’ actions are causally linked to, and therefore appear relevant to, the
final action that closes their frame of commitment. This leads to the gener-
ation of narratives where characters’ actions have intent, as though planned
and performed by autonomous agents, by explicitly representing intent in the
narrative and requiring that each action is assigned to some intent. However,
intentionality comes at a price and a notable drawback of the ipocl planner
is the high complexity of the search and long run-time making it unsuitable
for real-time IS use. This is further compounded by the fact that ipocl has
a non-standard representation language which prevents experimentation with
more state-of-the art planning approaches whose performance might be faster.
Interestingly, Haslum (2012) has recently introduced a compilation for
ipocl narrative domains to classical planning. This meant that the intent-
based planning problems could now be tackled by a wide range of classical
planners, and for IS it was hoped that this would enable real-time narrative
8generation. However, the experiments we reported in [Teutenberg and Por-
teous (2013)] suggested that narrative generation with the compiled domain
models was still too slow to realistically be used in an IS system. Further, the
coupling of planning for characters’ goals with planning for narrative goals
prohibits the generation of certain narratives, most notably those narratives
in which one or more characters become unable to complete their intent.
The problem was to develop an approach that would be capable of per-
forming an extensive search of the space of narratives, in order to be able to
generate these types of interesting narratives but which would also be capable
of performing within the time constraints of a real-time IS system. The solu-
tion, which we articulated in [Teutenberg and Porteous (2013)],was to delegate
the task of reasoning about intentions to narrative agents who are responsible
for the checking of “narrative action relevance” with regard to their individual
intentions. Then a single narrative planner was used to generate narratives
making use of agents’ relevant actions. These ideas are fully implemented in a
planner, called impractical (Intentional Multi-agent Planning with
4.2 Narrative Control via Trajectory properties
An enduring challenge in IS is how to control the “shape” of narratives that are
automatically generated and in our work we have tackled this via an approach
that exploits a meta-level abstraction with respect to both time and causality
[Porteous et al. (2010)]. This meta-level is represented using constraints –
key narrative situations for a domain – that are used as intermediate goals
which guide operator selection and that the corresponding trajectory exhibits
desired properties (for example, in narrative these can be associated with
pace, suspense and so on). Please note that while we use the nomenclature
of [Porteous et al. (2010)] we observe the similarity to author goals [Riedl
(2009)] and also the similarity to the notion of landmarks [Hoffmann et al.
(2004)]. However, unlike landmarks, constraints don’t always have to be made
true in order to solve the goal, only to conform to desired plan dynamics.
Our planner is a state-space forward search heuristic planner which uses
a partially ordered set of constraints to decompose the process of narrative
generation into a sequence of sub-problems, where each sub-problem has a
constraint as its goal and the planner generates a narrative for each decom-
posed sub-problem in turn. If the planner can’t generate a narrative for a
sub-problem then it simply continues with the next constraint, thus ensuring
planner continuation. Once all sub-problems have been tackled, a final narra-
tive can be assembled by composition of the narratives for each sub-problem.
However, when our planner is integrated within an IS system a complete plan
need not be output in the traditional sense. Instead operators are sent one at
a time for 3D visualisation to a user.
In our implemented systems (e.g. Merchant of Venice [Porteous et al.
(2010)] and networking [Porteous et al. (2013)]) this narrative planner op-
erates within a control loop that handles constraint and problem instance
9Fig. 2 Example of Narrative Generation. The figure shows the process of narrative gener-
ation with an initial baseline narrative (down the left hand side) generated using a domain
modelled around a baseline story. Also shown in the figure is the generation of an alterna-
tive narrative variant (down the right hand side) which demonstrates the need for additional
narrative actions (here, this includes actions such as putting the genie back in the lamp,
labelled 1 , for a very different story ending with princess Jasmine married to Aladdin).
selection at run-time. Constraints for a particular narrative world are rep-
resented using PDDL3.0 and form a partially ordered set of predicates. For
a particular planning instance a subset of the constraints are selected (e.g.
based on user preferences and interaction history). The planner then uses this
to drive narrative generation. Initial problem instances are created for each
session on the basis of factors such as user preference and enforced variation
between user sessions.
5 Authoring of interactive Narrative Planning Models
IS systems are dynamic environments within which virtual agents act under
the control of system generated storylines but where real-time interference with
the ongoing story can impact on subsequent narrative unfolding. AI planning
is well suited for the task of generating stories in such systems however the
creation of the domain models for these planning based story generators raises
an important practical domain modelling problem: how to author them to en-
sure they contain sufficient narrative content in order to produce alternative
narratives to the baseline plot. Such alternatives can be part of either narra-
tive generation (i.e. the production of multiple story variants) or interactive
narrative in its strict sense (i.e. the system responding to dynamic changes
made to the story world).
To illustrate this consider the examples generated using our model of the
Aladdin folk tale as shown in Fig. 2 and 3. An initial narrative generated
with a domain modelled around a baseline plot might proceed as shown down
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Fig. 3 Example of Interactive Narrative. The figure illustrates the need for alternate actions
in an interactive narrative in order to respond to dynamic changes made to the story world:
here dynamic changes mean that the love spell (labelled 1 which should result in princess
Jasmine falling in love with Jafar) goes wrong (with the result that Jasmine loves Aladdin)
and consequently alternate actions are required to respond appropriately from that point
onwards (such as casting a spell so that Jasmine hates Aladdin 2 ).
the left hand side of Fig. 2 with characters falling in love, casting love spells
and marrying. However, for the system to produce multiple story variants,
additional actions are needed for storylines that deviate from the baseline
(right hand side of Fig 3). In addition, to be able to respond to dynamic
changes to the story world and to continue the story through to the intended
ending, alternative actions are required to generate an alternative course of
action from that point onwards (Fig. 3).
5.1 Manual Domain Authoring
To date the authoring of such interactive narrative domain models has been
largely handled manually, a common strategy being to build up the model
via systematic consideration of alternatives around a baseline plot. We termed
this approach “narrative variant IS” and have used it in our work for example
with The Merchant of Venice [Porteous et al. (2010)].
This method explicitly attempts to create interactive variants of pre-existing
stories, often classics, for which scholarly analyses exist that facilitate formali-
sation. This strategy of modifying existing narratives can be reduced to a form
of remediation [Bolter and Grusin (1999)], where the development of a narra-
tive domain starts by modelling a default story as it is traditionally described
i.e. the baseline plot. This default story is represented as a plan, whose goal
state corresponds to the default story ending and each main narrative action
is represented as a planning operator. There is no assumption that the story
itself is equated to a plan for achieving a specific goal. Even so, describing the
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goal state at different levels of detail ensures that various endings are still pos-
sible for the same baseline plot. In this context, there exist two determinants
of variability around the baseline narrative:
• Run-time modification of the planning domain through user interaction (e.g.
removal of facts will invalidate pre-conditions which would otherwise be satis-
fied, forcing the story along different avenues)
• Off-line modification of the domain model with addition of new narrative
actions that are different but compatible in spirit with the baseline plot.
Without such actions, removal of certain facts through interaction may sim-
ply result in a dead end, meaning that interaction naturally requires a richer
set of actions. Furthermore, even for a given world state, the availability of
several compatible actions creates potential for variability triggered by initial
conditions or a number of mechanisms for dynamic action selection, such as
arbitrarily breaking ties between similar heuristic values in the planning pro-
cess. The compatibility of operator variants stays within the same semantic
context, but this does not mean that the individual operators are directly in-
terchangeable, rather that the generation process will have the possibility to
generate varied sequences of operators. Representing narrative actions in the
form of planning operators makes explicit their agent-based structure, identi-
fying actors as well as key resources for action – this constitutes a good starting
point for the identification of domain predicates which form part of alternative,
possibly competing, actions as well as potential targets for interaction.
An indication of the number of different possible narrative variants can be
obtained by estimating the size of the narrative space. This depends on the
expected narrative path length, n, and the average branching factor, b, (i.e., the
number of applicable narrative actions) and can be expressed as bn. In turn,
the branching factor depends on the number of characters in the narrative,
c, and the average number of actions that each character has available to
them, a, giving, b = c ∗ a. As an example, the domain for our Merchant of
Venice system featured 3 central characters with average narrative length of 23
actions and an average of 900 instantiated actions for sub-plots selected from
the baseline play [Porteous et al. (2010)]. Novel variants around the baseline
could be generated in a number of ways, for instance the operator set contained
actions which enabled the plot to unfold in different ways to the baseline (e.g.,
Shylock could choose to show mercy in the final trial, and in so doing avoid
the original tragic story ending) and also actions that could be re-combined
in novel ways, resulting in new semantics.
5.2 Automated Domain Authoring
Planning Domain Model creation is challenging, time consuming and an obsta-
cle to the further fielded application of planning technology [Zhuo and Kamb-
hampati (2013)]. Hence its no surprise that automation of the process is a topic
of current interest both in the AI planning and Narrative research communi-
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ties. With respect to AI planning, recent work has been aimed at learning
planner action models from correctly observed plan traces (e.g. [Amir and
Chang (2008); Cresswell and Gregory (2011); Zhuo et al. (2010)]). However,
this work has limited application for narrative domains which do not share
the same consistency and alignment with real-world domains as do more tra-
ditional planning domains such as “logistics” or “rovers”.
Similarly, in narrative research there has been increasing work aimed at
automated creation of content. A popular approach has been the gathering
of story elements via crowdsourcing, an approach which can yield abundant
content. For example, with the Scheherazade system Li et al. (2013) employ
this approach to acquire typical story elements which can be assembled as
plot graphs and used in a process of story generation. With ScenarioGen
[Sina et al. (2014)] crowdsourcing was used to gather a database of scenarios
of everyday activities and likely replacements for use within a serious game
context. Orkin and Roy (2012) used a crowdsourcing approach for the hand
annotation of logs of the Restaurant Game for subsequent use in automating
character interactions with human participants in a dialogue-based narrative
setting.
An alternative to crowdsourcing aims to obtain narrative content through
mining of weblogs and story corpora: the Sayanything system of Swanson
and Gordon (2012) selects narrative content on-the-fly from a corpora of we-
blogs in response to user text-based interaction; whilst the approach of McIn-
tyre and Lapata (2009) attempts to generate narratives using knowledge mined
from story corpora for a particular genre.
In our work we were motivated to explore automation of our narrative vari-
ant approach and have developed an approach to the automated generation of
“missing” actions in the domain model that represent opposites of the baseline
ones. We developed an automated approach to the identification and creation
of such actions, one which can be seen as automating a manual strategy of con-
sidering opposite actions and predicates, thus enabling the automated creation
of alternate narrative content that departs from a linear baseline narrative
[Porteous et al. (2015)]. Our implemented prototype system, named anton,
takes as input a planning domain model, identifies missing contrary elements,
and uses this to generate new content which is output in an extended version
of the domain model. Since it is important that the anton generated content
is human-readable (e.g. to trace stories during development) and given that
contrary relationships form the basis of our approach to action generation,
automatic labelling of new content in anton is based on antonyms, sourced
from a range of linguistic resources such as [WordNet] and [Merriam-Webster].
5.3 Authoring Tools: Visual Programming of Trajectory Properties
Earlier we reflected on the nature of quality criteria for narrative plans and
observed that these are more concerned with the dynamics of plan trajectories
– the intermediate states that will be traversed when it is executed – than the
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Fig. 4 Visual programming of plan dynamics: user interacts via narrative arc window,
drawing desired arcs, adjusting tension levels (a); global properties of generated narratives
assessed via visualisation windows (b) and (c); lower level components accessed via interface
(d) and (e); user invocation of planner using specified plan dynamics (f)
more traditional classical planning domains. For these trajectories different
application-specific interpretations apply: for example in new media they relate
to narrative features such as suspense, pace and so on.
Based on these observations, in our work we addressed the problem of
how to provide authoring support for the specification of the quality criteria
for narrative domains. Since controlling trajectory by direct manipulation of
the domain model is a considerable challenge and because trajectory suits a
visual representation our solution was to use a visual programming approach.
Building on the meta-level of representation of our narrative planning approach
(discussed in section 4.2) we developed a visual representation of this in the
form of a narrative arc for the authoring and exploration of plan dynamics (as
reported in [Porteous et al. (2011b)]).
An overview of our developed system architecture is shown in figure 4.
Users interact at the meta-level via a Narrative Arc Window (a) and can
also explore generated narratives via two visualisation windows: an Animation
Window (b); and a Timeline Window (b). The system also features some
hierarchically organised lower level components. They include the constraints
(d) and other pddl constituents of the domain model (e). Invocation of the
planner (f) is driven by the user and enables them to explore the narrative
possibilities of different sets of plan dynamics.
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6 Conclusions
Despite the wide-scale adoption of planning, other techniques have been pro-
posed for narrative in IS such as Branching Narrative Structures [Hill et al.
(2001); Spierling et al. (2006)], Behaviour Trees [Champandard (2008); LLanso´
et al. (2009)], Bayesian Networks [Arinbjarnar and Kudenko (2010); Spara-
cino (2003)], Case-based Reasoning [Gerva´s et al. (2005); Swanson and Gor-
don (2010)], Assumption Based Truth Maintenance Systems [Sgouros et al.
(1996)] and Monte-Carlo Tree Search [Kartal et al. (2014)].
Nevertheless, on the basis of the following key aspects, our conclusion is
that narrative generation for IS is best supported by AI planning:
• Causality
The maintenance of local and global story causality is an important dimension
of narrativity, as argued by Ryan (2006), which has been observed to be an im-
portant factor in user experience [Trabasso and van den Broek (1985)]. Hence
causality was part of the original rationale for proposing a planning-based ap-
proach to narrative in IS [Young (2000)] – the ability of the technology to
provide appropriate computational narrative structures, cognitive models and
support for shared user-system control of narrative development. The mecha-
nism used in planning algorithms to enforce causal consistency is through the
achievement of required pre-conditions.
• Generative Power
Regarding shared control of an interactive system, as highlighted by Young
(1999), another strength of planning is its generative power – as a consequence
of which, it is able to re-plan in a timely fashion when user actions necessi-
tate changes to the planned narrative. The generative power of a plan-based
approach also provides a powerful mechanism to scale up to realistically-sized
systems [Charles and Cavazza (2004)].
• Story Progression
In IS, there is a requirement for story progression in the absence of user in-
teraction. This is in contrast to the situation with games that feature narra-
tive content, such as hitman [IO Interactive (2000)] and heavy rain [Cage
(2010)], where the driver for progression comes solely from user interaction,
in other words with no user interaction there would be no progression. A key
strength of planning, unlike other technologies, is that it provides a driver for
story generation which allows a story to progress regardless of user interaction.
• Real-time Response
Some researchers have proposed the use of reactive planning languages such
as abl [Mateas and Stern (2002)] for content generation “on-the-fly” and
have suggested that classical planners lack direct support for this during user
interaction via different interaction modalities [Magerko (2007a)]. However,
as already argued, this is not the case for state-of-the-art forward state-space
planners, such as hsp [Bonet and Geffner (2001)] and ff [Hoffmann and Nebel
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(2001)] which build a plan forwards: an approach that actively supports nar-
rative generation in the presence of user interaction. Interestingly, reactive
planning approaches have also been advocated in support of interaction based
on dialogue, as in fac¸ade [Mateas and Stern (2002)] which is largely based on
dialogue, even to the point of subordinating plot evolution to dialogic actions.
However the same arguments in favour of planning apply here: the flexible,
generative nature of planning makes it possible to respond in real-time to user
dialogue without sacrificing global narrative properties [Cavazza et al. (2009)].
• Flexibility
An alternative to plan-based narrative generation that has featured in some IS
systems, is the use of branching graph narrative structures [Hill et al. (2001);
Spierling et al. (2006); Tully and Turner (2004)]. However, these structures
are inflexible and suffer from combinatorial explosion in the number of condi-
tional branches as the amount of possible user interaction increases. They also
quickly encounter difficulties propagating the consequences of user interaction.
Planning, in contrast, offers additional spatial and temporal flexibility. In ad-
dition, if an IS system is to allow seamless user interaction, then the overhead
of authoring the narrative is potentially far lower with a planning approach
than with a branching narrative approach, which requires the enumeration of
all conditional branches as it is authored.
• Story and Discourse
In narratology, a number of layered models of narrative have been proposed:
a two-layer model where narrative has a content layer, “story” and expression
layer, “discourse” [Chatman (1978)]; or a three-level model which distinguishes
between all of the story events, the “fabula” and those story events presented
to the audience, the “sjuzhet” [Rimmon-Kenan (2002)]. Importantly, a plan-
based approach provides a consistent technique to manage these different levels
of story [Riedl and Young (2010)] and discourse [Jhala and Young (2010)].
• Boundary Problem
Finally, we observe that planning provides a means to support user interaction
and in so doing provides a solution to the “boundary problem” which arises
when all narrative content is authored and user interaction could potentially
go beyond this [Magerko (2007b)]. Planning directly sidesteps this problem, as
interactions are dealt with at the level of planning, allowing for the generation
and re-generation of narrative content based directly on the consequences of
user interaction.
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